TEMPLATE TO BE CUSTOMIZED BY COLLEGE

Core Transfer Maps
Customization Guide
Remove red notes on the template.

Replace gray box with
your institution logo.
Right click, choose “change picture,”
and select your institutions logo.

Add a clickable hyperlink
to advisor info.
Create a shape with no fill or
outline. Right click shape and
choose “Hyperlink.”

EXAMPLE COLLEGE-SPECIFIC CONTENT

Remove red notes on the template.
Replace with institution-specific heading
Replace with institution-specific
summary/intro content
This is the place to share any information that students need to
know about your institution’s courses specifically. This could be
in paragraph or bullet form. Recommended 50-100 words.

Duplicate and
delete rows
as necessary

Duplicate or delete
sections as needed

Make all lines
other than
horizontal dividers
“no outline”
Make all
horizontal dividers
medium gray as
shown

Replace text
as necessary
Use 11 pt black
Calibri only for
right column, with
selective bolding
Use 13 pt black
Calibri bold only
for left column

Replace text and
hyperlink as needed
Select text, right click and
choose “hyperlink”

TEMPLATE TO BE CUSTOMIZED BY COLLEGE WHEN DEGREE AND MTMS APPROVED/AVAILABLE AT INSTIITUTION

Major Transfer Maps
Customization Guide
Remove red notes on the template.
Replace gray box with
your institution logo.
Right click, choose “change picture,”
and select your institutions logo.

Replace text with name of major
Use 30 pt Calibri bold only, in white

Replace text with name of major
Use 30 pt Calibri bold only, in white

Replace text with type of major
Use 16 pt Calibri only, in black with no bolding

Replace text with list of
relevant universities
Use 11 pt Calibri only, no bold
Use bulleted list

EXAMPLE COLLEGE-SPECIFIC CONTENT

Remove red notes on the template.
Replace with institution- and major-specific heading
Replace with institution- and major-specific
summary/intro content
This is the place to share any information that students need to know
about the specific major, such as the benefits or careers associated
with that major. It is also the place to share any information about
your institution that students should know. This could be in paragraph
or bullet form. Recommended 50-100 words.

Duplicate and
delete rows
as necessary

Duplicate or delete
sections as needed

Make all lines
other than
horizontal dividers
“no outline”
Make all
horizontal dividers
medium gray as
shown

Replace text
as necessary
Use 11 pt black
Calibri only for
middle and right
column, with
selective bolding
Use 13 pt black
Calibri bold only
for left column

Replace text and
hyperlink as needed
Select text, right click and
choose “hyperlink”

